
 

 

 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 
 

 

New ranking success 
 

Klüh once again number 1 in care catering  

 

Düsseldorf, 17.05.2023 – In this year’s market analysis, gvpraxis has named Klüh Catering the leading contract 

caterer in the area of clinics and hospitals for the tenth time in a row. Moreover, according to the trade journal for 

professional community catering, the company holds fourth place when it comes to the catering market as a 

whole. 

 

Thorsten Greth, Managing Director of Klüh Catering: “The result of the sector ranking crowns our success story 

of last year’s 30th anniversary. Together with further awards, seals, new contracts and contract renewals from 

long-standing clients, this renewed distinction by gvpraxis once more confirms that we are maintaining our high-

quality standards, which we regard as the foundation of our success.”  

 

Further awards for consistent quality orientation 

 

Alongside its success in the gvpraxis rankings, in recent months the catering division of the Klüh group of 

companies has also enjoyed first place in customer satisfaction*, second place in customer service** and the 

MARKETING.AWARD in bronze*** for innovative sustainability measurement in company restaurants. Klüh 

Catering is also the holder of the “Frankfurt Prize”, an award that stands for pioneering spirit and, among other 

things, pays tribute to forward-looking concepts combined with customer-oriented management and successful 

entrepreneurial action.  

 
*DtGV German Customer Award 2022/23 

**ServiceValue and the newspaper “Welt”, November 2022 

***gvpraxis and CHEFS CULINAR, June 2022 

 

 

About Klüh: 

With over 30 years of experience, the sector champion not only offers catering for employees, but also for 

patients, senior citizens, travellers, school and kindergarten children, and is the undisputed number 1 contract 

caterer in Germany in the area of care catering (gvpraxis 05/2023). Klüh Catering is part of Klüh Service 

Management GmbH, an internationally operating multi-service provider from Düsseldorf. Founded in 1911, the 

family-run company has decades of experience in the area of infrastructural services. The departments Cleaning, 

Catering, Clinic Service, Security, Personnel Service, Airport Service and Integrated Services offer both individual 

services as well as multiservice concepts. With almost 58,000 employees in seven nations, the company 

achieves sales of around 923 million euros (2022). For further information see www.klueh.de. 
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